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ABSTRACT 

This Naïve Bayesand map Reduce C4.5 technique both are classification decision tree algorithm to 

classify the big data. The Naïve Bayesalgorithm is prediction algorithm its work on some condition or rule 

based algorithm & C4.5 algorithm work on binary values. We have to use Naïve Bayesrules and map 

Reduce C4.5 technique. That can be integrated maximum production level from C4.5 with the same cluster 

in instruction to analyze the redundancy rate The. Bayes MapReduce model and estimate the classifier on 

different datasets based on the prediction accuracy. The naive Bayes algorithm builds a probabilistic model 

of learning the restricted prospects of each input attribute given a possibility worth taken by the Output 

attributed. To generate a graph to analyze the Data 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This research paper introduces the big data, classification and C4.5 algorithm and Navvies base map 

reduce technique. We describe the classification concept with the help of C4.5 map reduce technique, to 

analysis the c4. 5 technique with the help review the various papers to find out the concept of that algorithm 

how is it work and what the parameter are coming with the bases of to judge the advantages and find out the 

drawback of that algorithm and try to resolve that problem in the future. In this paper we have introduced the 

combination of two algorithms to classified the big data and find the same results section second brief 

describe the C4.5 Naïve Bayesand MAP Reduce C4.5 technique, Matlab and Big data under the title 

background study section third introduce the various proposed method by classify the data and also present 

the working principal of C4.5 algorithm in detail in section fourth we briefly present the advantages Naïve 

Bayesand MAP Reduce C4.5 technique algorithm and finally we can conclude the paper in section fifth. 
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II.BACKGROUND STUDY  

A. C4.5 Algorithm 

Decision trees are created a node, branches and leaves that show the variables, conditions, and 

outcomes, respectively. The most prescient variable is set at the top node of the tree. The operation of 

Decision trees depends on the C4.5 [1]calculations. A Decision tree is a tree like structure, where rectangles 

are utilized to mean inward hub and ovals are utilized to signify leaf hubs. Every single inner node can have 

two or more youngster nodes. Every single inner node contain parts, which test the estimation of an outflow 

of the qualities. Associations from an inward hub to its youngsters are named with unmistakable results of 

the test and every leaf node has a class name connected with it. C4.5 handles both unmitigated and constant 

credits to assemble a Decision tree. C4.5[1] parts the qualities into two segments to handle arrangement 

calculations being used. The exactness of order relies on upon numerous perspectives. Map Reduce is a 

programming model for preparing and creating extensive information sets with a parallel, disseminated 

calculation on a group. Map Reduce lives up to expectations by breaking the handling into two stages: the 

Map stage and the Reduce stage. Every stage has key-quality sets as info and yield, the sorts of which may 

be picked by the software engineer. The developer likewise indicates two capacities: the Map capacity and 

the Reduce capacity. Machine learning calculations, for example, Decision tree (DT), back-engendering 

system (BPN), and bolster vector machine (SVM) are extremely well known and can be connected to 

different territories. Information emulating comprises an arrangement of procedures that can be utilized to 

significant and learning from information. Information mining has a few assignments, for example, 

expectation, affiliation guideline mining, grouping and order. Arrangement systems are supervised learning 

strategies that order information thing into predefined class name. 

B. Naïve base 

Naive Bayes is a straightforward method for building classifiers: models that allocate class names to 

issue occurrences [2], spoke to as vectors of highlight qualities, where the class marks are drawn from some 

limited set. It is not a solitary calculation for preparing such classifiers, but rather a group of calculations in 

view of a typical guideline: all gullible Bayes classifiers [4] expect that the estimation of a specific 

component is autonomous of the estimation of whatever other element, given the class variable. For 

instance, a natural product might be thought to be an apple on the off chance that it is red, round, and around 

10 cm in distance across. A gullible Bayes classifier considers each of these components to contribute 
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autonomously to the likelihood this natural product is an apple, paying little respect to any conceivable 

relationships between's the shading, roundness and distance across elements. For a few sorts of likelihood 

models, guileless Bayes classifiers can be prepared proficiently in a regulated learning setting. In numerous 

viable applications, parameter estimation for innocent Bayes models utilizes the system for most extreme 

probability; at the end of the day, one can work with the Naive Bayes model without tolerating [2] Bayesian 

likelihood or utilizing any Bayesian routines.Not with standing their innocent configuration and clearly 

distorted suspicions, guileless 

C.MATLAB 

Matlab (Matrix research facility) is an intelligent programming framework for numerical calculations 

and representation. As the name recommends, Matlab is particularly intended for grid calculations: 

illuminating frameworks of straight mathematical statements, processing eigenvalues and eigenvectors, 

figuring networks, et centers[5] . Likewise, it has an assortment of graphical abilities, and can be reached out 

through projects written in its own particular programming dialect. Numerous such projects accompany the 

framework; some of these extend Matlab's abilities to nonlinear issues, for example, the arrangement of 

starting worth issues for normal differential comparisons.  

D. Big Data 

Huge information is a term that depicts the extensive volume of information – both sorted out and 

unstructured – that drenches a business on an everyday premise. In any case, it's not the measure of 

information that is essential. It's what associations do with the information that matters. Huge information 

can be investigated for experiences that prompt better choices and key business Enormous information is a 

trendy expression, or catchphrase, which means a huge volume of both organized and unstructured 

information that is so substantial it is hard to handle using routine database and programming procedures 

[3]. In most undertaking situations the volume of information is excessively colossal or it moves too fast or 

it surpasses current preparing limit.  
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III.METHODOLOGY 

A.Objective 

� The principle targets is discovering whether precise the tuple from the entity from better correlation 

to a airlines dataset finite entities than another. 

� To count of the values from users of that location, we simply chose the airlines dataset states that had 

the highest number of objects.  

� Once all the streamed tweets were processed, and the majority of the Methodology self-reported 

areas had a number of the tweets from users of that location, we simply chose the five states that had 

the highest number of tweets. 

� To minimize data redundancy and find false alarm rate in our model. 

B.Proposed Work  

In our proposed approach,Machine learning algorithms have the advantage of making use of the 

MATLAB Tool for distributed computing platform. 

� There are frequent types of data mining methods; some of the primary data mining methods are 

known as naïve byes. In this work, we have to use Naïve Bayesrules and MAP Reduce C4.5 

technique , that can be integrate  maximum prediction level  from C4.5 with same cluster in 

instruction to analyze redundancy rate. 

� Bayes MapReduce model and estimate the classifier on different datasets based on the prediction 

accuracy. Also, a scalability examination is led to see the speedup of the information handling time 

with the increasing number of nodes in the cluster. 

� The naive Bayes algorithm manufactures a probabilistic model by learning the restricted prospects of 

each input attribute given a possible worth taken by the output attribute.  

� This is done by applying Bayes' rule on the restricted probability of seeing a possible output value 

when the quality values in the given instance are seen together. Before recitation the algorithm we 

first define the Bayes' rule. 

� If it is important to find the correct items returned then you should choose to have a high precision, 

while need a high recall classifier if you try to find all correct touple and one more  way to compare, 

and the F measure is proposed to combine precision and recall. 
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Bayes’ rule states that 
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Where P (A|B) is distinct as the prospect of observing A given that B occurs. P(A|B) is called 

subsequent probability, and P(B|A), P(A) and P(B) are called earlier probabilities. Bayes’ hypothesis 

contributes a connection between the subsequent probability and the prior possibility. It allows one to find 

the probability of watching A given B when the individual probabilities of A and B are known, and the 

likelihood of watching B given A is additionally known. The naive Bayes calculation utilizes an arrangement 

of preparation examples to categorize a new occurrence given to it utilizing the Bayesian approach. For an 

occasion, the Bayes rule is realistic to find the probability of observing each production class given the input 

attributes and the class that has the maximum probability is allocated to the occasion. The likelihood values 

utilized are accomplished from the include of characteristic qualities seen the preparation set.  

In our endure example, for a given example with two input attributes temp_Atand  temp_Bt, with 

values a and b individually, the value vMAP allocated by the naive Bayes algorithm to the yield trait temp_Ct 

is the one that has the highest possibility across all possible values taken by yield quality; this is known as 

the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) rule. The prospect of the output attribute taking a value vj when the given 

input quality values are seen together is given by 

),|( bavP j . 

This possibility value as such is challenging to calculate. By applying Bayes theorem on this equation we get 
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Where P (vj) is the probability of detecting vj as the output value, P(a,b|vj) is the probability of 

detecting input attribute values a, b together when yield quality is vj. Be that as it may, if the number of 

input attributes (a, b, c, d, ....) is large then we likely will not have sufficient data to estimate the probability 

P(a, b, c, d, .... | vj). 
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The naive Bayes algorithm resolves this problem by using the statement of conditional individuality 

for the all the input qualities given the quality for the yield. This implies it accept that the values taken by an 

attribute are not reliant on the values of other attributes in the occurrence for any given output. By relating 

the conditional individuality assumption, the probability of distinguishing a yield esteem for the inputs can 

be achieved by multiplying the probabilities of separate inputs given the output value. The likelihood value 

P(a, b | vj) can then be simplified as 

)|()|()|,( jjj vbPvaPvbaP = , 

Where P (a | vj) is the likelihood of watching the worth a for the attribute temp_Atwhen output value 

is vj. Thus the possibility of an output value vj to be allocated for the specified input attributes is 

)|()|()(),|( jjjj vbPvaPvPbavP = . 

Learning in the Naive Bayes algorithm includes finding the possibilities of P (vj) and  P(ai|vj) for all 

possible standards taken by the input and output qualities based on the preparation set providing. P(vj) is 

attained from the ratio of the number of time the value vjis seen for the output attribute to the total number of 

occurrences in the training set. For an quality at position i with value ai, the probability P(ai|vj)  is attained 

from the number of times ai is seen in the training set when the output value is vj.  

C.EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 

This experimental result are mentaion that outcomes are turning out from investigation the big data 

set wine data ,trip data, tweet data etc & applying Naïve base  and MAP Reduce C4.5 technique on the 

matlab platform to generate a graph result and generate a matrix to calculate the accurancy 

Final accuracy = 68.8515% 
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Fig 1. Execution Rate for Different Sample Size on Different Numbers of Nodes 

• Combination of two algorithm C4.5, MapReduce C4.5. 
• According to Figure 1 shows the error rate with the different sample size on different numbers of 

node.  

 

Fig 2. Execution Rate for Different Sample Size on Different Numbers of Nodes 

• Combination of three algorithm C4.5, MapReduce C4.5 & Baysten MapReduce C4.5. 
• When the increases the different numbers of nodes the execution rate is decreses. 
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Fig 3. Execution on Single Node with Various Numbers of Instances 

• To represt the differ lifetime combination of three algorithm . 

• According to figure 3 it shows the life  time with various number of instance in different way apply 
the different algorithms  

 

Fig 4. Performance on Different Numbers of Nodes with Specific Sample 

• In the first place, we test the adaptability execution on diverse quantities of hubs given particular 
preparing dataset.  

• Figure 4 shows the execution time of our Naïve base and MAP Reduce C4.5 technique calculation 
with diverse quantities of hubs when the quantity of occasions is 1,2,3 and 5 millions individually.  

• We can watch that the general execution time diminishes when the quantity of hubs increments. 
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Fig 5. Performance for Different Sample Size on Different Numbers of Nodes 

• On the other hand, to evaluate the scalability with various sizes of training data, we also conduct 
experiment on different millions sample datasets.  

• Figure 5 shows the execution time of diverse size of test datasets, where the legend indicates the 
numbers of instances in training data 

 

Fig 6. Speedup for Different Sample Size on Different Numbers of Nodes 

• Figure 6 gives the speedup execution of different quantities of preparing examples as the quantity of 
hubs increments,  
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• where speedup is a mainstream estimation of parallel calculation characterized as the proportion of 
execution time of consecutive calculation to that of the parallel calculation with particular quantities 
of processors. 

From Figures 5 and 6, we can see that:  

� The bigger the preparation dataset we utilize, the more cost of execution time;  

� The more hubs we utilize, the less of execution time. 

IV.  ADVANATAGE 

� In this calculation the error rate is declines when the quantity of hubs are increases. 

� Another parameter of this algorithm to analysis the execution time (life time) increases when number 

of intraction are increases. 

� In this estimation the measure of focus focuses (in millons) are expands so the execution time 

decreses. 

� In the huge information set to examination the execution of speedup quality are low and when the 

information quantity is low or small so performance of speedup is high .  

 

V.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  

 

In this research paper, we conclude the all parameter that analyze the activities in the graph that 

plotted with the help of Naïve base and MAP Reduce C4.5 technique algorithm. According to Bayes rule to 

analyze the big data and create a small matrix till end of the experiment result and give all the parameter 

appeared in the chart simply like a speedup, execution time, execution rate, redundancy rate, duplication 

problem etc and fin out the accuracy till end of all experiment. In the future work will be increasing the 

accuracy with the help of different classification algorithms. 
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